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YOUR APPLE

TRAINING GUIDE
Everything you need to get your staff
up to speed with iPad and Mac

*

Planning and vision for iPad * Moving from PC to Mac
* Assessing with iPad * Accessibility and SEND
* Subject-specific training
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Courses
Click a course to find out more!

Survival

Whole school essentials

Beginning your iPad journey....................................................... 6
Classroom workflow with iPad................................................... 7

Classroom management for iPad:
Apple School Manager and Apple Classroom.............. 20

Assessing with iPad........................................................................... 8

Planning and vision for leadership....................................... 21

Mastery

Mac training

Coaching, planning and co-delivery of
lessons on iPad..................................................................................... 9

Moving from PC to Mac: performing
everyday tasks on your Mac..................................................... 22

Productivity: documents, presentations
and spreadsheets on iPad.......................................................... 10

Productivity: documents, presentations
and spreadsheets on Mac.......................................................... 23

iPad in the curriculum.................................................................. 11

Creating digital textbooks with iBooks Author............. 24
Making movies with Mac........................................................... 25

Impact and innovation

Making music with Mac.............................................................. 26

iPad in the computing curriculum....................................... 12
Meeting learners’ needs: accessibility and SEND......... 13
The paperless classroom: Showbie...................................... 14

What our customers are saying.............................................. 27
Ready to get started?.................................................................... 28

The flipped classroom: Explain Everything..................... 15
Animation and greenscreen techniques for iPad........ 16
Creating and delivering courses with iTunes U............ 17
Working with interactive displays......................................... 18
Working with a VLE......................................................................... 19
Not sure where to get started?
Take a look at our top five
recommended courses.

How do I book? All you need to do is give us a call on
03332 409 333 or email training@Jigsaw24.com
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USING APPLE IN
THE CLASSROOM?

iPad and other iOS devices are fantastic tools
for the classroom!
Not only are they cheaper and more portable than
laptops or desktops, but their easy to use interface
and the wide range of apps available makes it simple
for students and teachers to access a broader range
of resources than ever before.
The result?
More independent learning, more engagement from
different types of learners, money saved on printing
and text books, greater parental engagement and
out of hours learning.
But how do you make sure staff are ready
for this new technology?
We recommend structured training, delivered by
our qualified trainers (ex-teachers themselves!) and
tailored to your school’s specific requirements.

How do you know which training
is right for you?
The workshops in this catalogue are grouped
into three sections: Survival, Mastery, and Impact
and Innovation. These cover the four stages of
Mandinach and Clyne’s model for developing
confidence and competence when using
technology in the classroom, and are all driven
by the common themes of creativity and
curriculum focus.
You can pick and choose individual workshops, but
we’ve put together some training packages that we
think offer schools a cost-effective way to achieve
maximum impact at each stage of your iPad journey.
Once you’ve mastered the Survival course content,
you can move on to Mastery, and so on, so your staff
have a consistent, manageable learning curve for
new techniques and skills.
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OUR COURSES
Survival

Impact and innovation

Beginning your iPad journey
The basics of using iPad in the classroom
and for productivity.
Learn more

Working with other technologies
From popular third-party apps to Apple’s own
management tools and innovative classroom
technologies like touchscreens and greenscreen,
we can help prepare your staff for the next wave
of classroom technology.
Learn more

Classroom workflow with iPad
Finding creative ways to capture evidence
for a variety of subjects and key stages.
Learn more
Assessing with iPad
Learn how to develop activities that
support assessment strategy.
Learn more

Masterclasses
Workshops that’ll help you get to grips with
classroom activities and core apps including
popular apps like ‘the flipped classroom’,
Showbie and iTunes U.
Learn more

Mastery

Whole school essentials

Coaching, planning and co-delivery
Our trainers can provide one on one support for
staff members who are planning and delivering
their first lessons with iPad.
Learn more

Planning and vision for leadership
To achieve maximum impact from your devices,
your school leaders will need to craft a vision and
prepare a plan.
Learn more

Productivity
Find out how your existing documents,
presentations ans spreadsheets, can be
repurposed for use with iPad.
Learn more

Classroom management
Learn how to use Apple School Manager and
Classroom Manager to administer and control
your school’s devices.
Learn more

iPad in the curriculum: subject and
role-specific training
iPad can be adapted to all departments and roles,
and our Apple Education Trainers can deliver
tailored sessions designed to support each
department or section of your faculty.
Learn more

Wondering how many
sessions you’ll need?
Get in touch and we’ll help you
put together a package based on
your requirements that’ll ensure you
complete the whole course.

?
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Meet our Apple Education Trainers
The charmingly overqualified chaps who deliver our training
Paul

Mike

•

Twelve years’ experience teaching students, teachers
and local authority staff of all technical abilities.

•

Working with Apple technology in the classroom
since the mid-90s, in a variety of subjects and across
different age groups.

•

An Apple Education Educator, Apple Certified Trainer
and Avid Certified Trainer, supporting schools and
colleges for ten years.

•

An Apple Education Trainer and Apple Certified
Trainer, supporting schools and colleges for
over 15 years.

“Paul was a really good and knowledgeable teacher – he
was extremely approachable and very helpful. I learnt
an awful lot today – thank you very much.”
Pleckgate High School

“This was an excellent training session, I really hope
to transfer what I’ve learned to the classroom and
preparation and assessment!”
St Damian’s RC Science College

“Fantastic and engaging speaker... everything was
explained in a way where even the most inexperienced
user could understand.”
West Grove Primary School

“Mike Watkinson has visited us twice, both times has
been patient and very instructive. Looking forward to his
next training day with us.”
Sir Francis Hill Primary School
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Survival:

Beginning your iPad journey
What does it cover?

iPad is incredibly intuitive and easy to use, making it a powerful and effective
learning tool for students of all ages.
This course covers the basics of using iPad, and is designed to help you
understand how that functionality can be used to support the curriculum,
giving you the chance to explore lesson ideas and activities that will help
raise standards.
This is a hands-on workshop, where you will get the chance to explore iPad
through a range of apps and practical activities that support all subjects and
key stages.
The course is suitable for staff working with any age, and in any
learning situation.

What do you need to
know beforehand?

This course is suitable for beginners.

Key areas covered:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Key stage:

Any

Curriculum focus:

Cross-curricular

Length:

We recommend a session between 1.5 and 3 hours per group of teachers.

Maximum number of attendees:

20

Participant requirements:

An activated iPad with the latest version of iOS installed.

Using iPad hardware and navigation.
Using built-in apps.
Using iPad to capture evidence.
Connecting iPad to displays and interactive whiteboards.
Exploring supporting pedagogy.
Introducing cross-curricular apps and lesson ideas.

A list of apps you need to have installed will be shared by your trainer prior
to the session.

BOOK NOW

Want to know more? Give the team a call on 03332 409 333 or email training@Jigsaw24.com
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Survival:

Classroom workflow with iPad
What does it cover?

This workshop develops the theme of creative evidence capture introduced
in ‘Beginning your iPad journey’. It aims to allow you to build confidence
using apps and workflows appropriate for the curriculum area, age group and
situation in which you teach.
You will explore ways to capture evidence of learning and create learning
materials.
You will also explore appropriate ways to save and distribute resources, collect
student work and support feedback and discussion activities.

What do you need to
know beforehand?

This course is an intermediate course, designed to follow ‘Beginning your
iPad journey’.

Key areas covered:

•
•
•
•
•

Key stage:

All

Curriculum focus:

Cross-curricular

Length:

We recommend a 3 hour session per group of teachers.

Maximum number of attendees:

20

Participant requirements:

An activated iPad with the latest version of iOS installed.

Capturing evidence of learning.
Creating and distributing resources.
Managing classroom workflow.
Collecting student work.
Supporting feedback and discussion.

A list of apps you need to have installed will be shared by your trainer prior to
the session.

BOOK NOW

Want to know more? Give the team a call on 03332 409 333 or email training@Jigsaw24.com
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Survival:

Assessing with iPad
What does it cover?

This course will allow you to gain experience using iPad to develop activities
that support assessment strategy. You’ll have the chance to build confidence in
using apps and workflows appropriate for the curriculum area, age group and
situation in which you teach.
The course aims to show you how to assess digital work and track grades,
design engaging quizzes for your students, and support self and peer
assessment activities in a technology-rich learning environment. The course is
designed to allow you to explore activities that can be adapted to suit different
student groups and curriculum areas.

What do you need to
know beforehand?

This course is an intermediate course, designed to follow ‘Beginning your
iPad journey’.

Key areas covered:

•
•
•
•
•

Key stage:

All

Curriculum focus:

Cross-curricular

Length:

We recommend a 3 hour session per group of teachers.

Maximum number of attendees:

20

Participant requirements:

An activated iPad with the latest version of iOS installed.

Exploring apps to support assessment.
Assessing pupil progress.
Ideas for starter activities.
Using iPad for exit ticket activities.
Creating assessment workflows using iPad.

A list of apps you need to have installed will be shared by your trainer prior to
the session.

BOOK NOW

See how iPad
is transforming teaching
and learning at Jesmond
Gardens Primary School

Want to know more? Give the team a call on 03332 409 333 or email training@Jigsaw24.com
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Mastery:

Coaching, planning and co-delivery
of lessons on iPad
What does it cover?

This session is designed to offer class teachers individual support when
delivering meaningful lessons with iPad. The format is highly flexible, so that a
number of teachers can be supported across a school day, within a schedule
based on the existing school timetable. The basic format for each support
session will be as follows:

•
•
•

Planning - time spent before the lesson reviewing plans for the use of iPad
within the context of the scheduled lesson for that class.
Delivery - our trainer will give in-class support and guidance while the
teacher delivers the lesson.
Review - following the session it is important to reflect on what went well
and what didn’t go so well, to inform developing practice.

What do you need to
know beforehand?

This is an intermediate course – a basic knowledge of iPad navigation and
usage is recommended. It will also prove an advantage to have begun to
develop confidence using apps and an awareness of their potential.

Key areas covered:

•
•
•

Key stage:

All

Curriculum focus:

Any

Length:

We recommend a 1.5 hour session per teacher.

Maximum number of attendees:

20

Participant requirements:

An activated iPad with the latest version of iOS installed.

Planning opportunities for using iPad in existing lessons.
Supported delivery.
Reviewing and reflecting in order to plan next steps.

A list of apps you need to have installed will be shared by your trainer prior
to the session.

BOOK NOW

Want to know more? Give the team a call on 03332 409 333 or email training@Jigsaw24.com
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Mastery:

Productivity: documents, presentations
and spreadsheets on iPad
What does it cover?

Many teaching staff will have already created a large amount of content to
support their courses, often in programs like Microsoft Office. However, all of
these resources are compatible with iPad.
This course is designed to show you how to utilise these resources on iPad,
including transferring existing files to and from iPad, along with importing,
editing and exporting files.
The course introduces participants to the incredibly powerful tools on iPad that
allow staff and students to create presentations and documents directly on
their device, and aims to support and raise attainment across all subject areas.

What do you need to
know beforehand?

This is an intermediate course – a basic knowledge of iPad navigation and
usage is recommended.

Key areas covered:

•
•
•
•

Key stage:

All

Curriculum focus:

Cross-curricular

Length:

We recommend a three hour session per group of teachers.

Maximum number of attendees:

20

Participant requirements:

An activated iPad with the latest version of iOS installed.

Accessing existing files on iPad.
Creating, editing and sharing documents, presentations and
spreadsheets on iPad.
Working with existing systems (e.g. Office 365, Google).
Lesson ideas and activities.

A list of apps you need to have installed will be shared by your trainer prior
to the session.

BOOK NOW

Want to know more? Give the team a call on 03332 409 333 or email training@Jigsaw24.com
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Mastery:

iPad in the curriculum
Workshop options:

iPad features a wide range of tools that are perfectly suited to any classroom.
This course can be adapted to any curriculum focus, giving participants an
opportunity to explore how these functions can enhance student learning in
their subject area. These can include English, maths, science, history, geography,
languages, PE and sports, art, music and design and technology.
Subjects can also be grouped by faculty where appropriate.

What does it cover?

Participants will explore the resources already available to them on iPad, and
will look at the practical application of third party apps. These provide powerful
ways to demonstrate learning outcomes and support theoretical understanding,
problem solving, and the capture and presentation of evidence.
The workshop will also explore tools for assessment to ensure that staff are able
to capture pupil progress and take advantage of the opportunities iPad offers for
providing students with rich feedback.

What do you need to
know beforehand?

This is an intermediate course – a basic knowledge of iPad navigation and usage
is recommended.

Key areas covered:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key stage:

All

Curriculum focus:

Cross-curricular

Length:

Full or half day, other timings available on request.

Maximum number of attendees:

20

Participant requirements:

An activated iPad with the latest version of iOS installed.

Using built-in tools on iPad to support your curriculum area.
Third party apps to support the teaching and learning of your subject.
Accessing existing curriculum content and support materials.
Researching information and presenting evidence with iPad.
Assessment and feedback tools.
Creating revision materials.
Creating electronic portfolios.

A list of apps you need to have installed will be shared by your trainer prior to
the session.

BOOK NOW

Want to know more? Give the team a call on 03332 409 333 or email training@Jigsaw24.com
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Impact and innovation:

iPad in the computing curriculum
What does it cover?

This course allows participants to learn skills, explore activities and investigate
lesson ideas that will help them deliver the computing curriculum using iPad.
The workshop identifies apps and workflows that promote relevant skills, such
as logical thought, creating simple algorithms and developing programs.
Fortunately, due to the intuitive nature of iPad and the design of the apps
involved, no previous experience in programming is needed, and the course is
suitable for staff with any level of computing experience.

What do you need to
know beforehand?

This course can be adapted to suit both beginners and intermediate
users of iPad.

Key areas covered:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key stage:

This workshop can be adapted to suit either a primary or secondary audience.

Curriculum focus:

Computing

Length:

We recommend a 3 hour session per group of teachers.

Maximum number of attendees:

20

Participant requirements:

An activated iPad with the latest version of iOS installed.

Understanding algorithms.
Developing programming concepts.
Using programming language.
Creating games and apps.
Working with flowcharts.
Event driven programming.
Working with code.

A list of apps you need to have installed will be shared by your trainer prior
to the session.

BOOK NOW

Want to know more? Give the team a call on 03332 409 333 or email training@Jigsaw24.com
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Impact and innovation:

Meeting learners’ needs:
accessibility and SEND
What does it cover?

This course is designed for educators who want to harness the huge range of
built-in technology provided with iPad to support all learners, including those
with special educational needs and difficulties, including auditory, visual and
motor support.
Through practical, hands-on activities you will explore various features and
tools and how they can be matched to the needs of different learners.
Participants will also explore existing resources and content that can be used in
the classroom for immediate results, including recommended third party apps
and tools.

What do you need to
know beforehand?

This course can be adapted to suit both beginners and intermediate
users of iPad

Key areas covered:

•
•
•
•
•

Key stage:

Any

Curriculum focus:

Cross-curricular

Length:

Full or half day, other timings available on request.

Maximum number of attendees:

20

Participant requirements:

An activated iPad with the latest version of iOS installed.

Using the device.
Exploring built-in accessibility features.
Addressing differing learning styles.
Structuring and scaffolding learning.
Apps that support learning challenges.

A list of apps you need to have installed will be shared by your trainer prior to
the session.

BOOK NOW

Want to know more? Give the team a call on 03332 409 333 or email training@Jigsaw24.com
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Impact and innovation:

The paperless classroom: Showbie
What does it cover?

Showbie is one of our most popular solutions for digital classroom ‘workflow’,
and this workshop aims to guide you through its features from both the
student and teacher perspective.
You will discover that not only is workflow easy to facilitate with Showbie
for iPad, it will also increase opportunities for feedback, discussion and
collaboration, not only between students and their teacher, but also between
students, teachers, parents and the wider community.
Attendees will build confidence creating paperless classrooms, distributing
resources, collecting and marking student work and supporting feedback and
discussion activities.

What do you need to
know beforehand?

This course can be adapted to suit both beginners and intermediate
users of iPad.

Key areas covered:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Key stage:

All

Curriculum focus:

Cross-curricular

Length:

Full or half day, other timings available on request.

Maximum number of attendees:

20

Participant requirements:

An activated iPad with the latest version of iOS installed.

Creating paperless classrooms.
Distributing teacher resources.
Collecting student work.
Creating discussion groups.
Giving feedback and supporting peer evaluation.
Enabling parental access to portfolios and homework.

A list of apps you need to have installed will be shared by your trainer prior to
the session.

BOOK NOW

Want to know more? Give the team a call on 03332 409 333 or email training@Jigsaw24.com
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Impact and innovation:

The flipped classroom: Explain Everything
What does it cover?

Explain Everything is the most popular interactive screen-casting whiteboard
app for iPad, letting you animate, record, annotate, explore and collaborate on
ideas, and allowing teachers and students to assess the products and processes
of learning.
You will discover why it is a core app for all schools using iPad, both for
students to create responses to learning challenges and for teachers to create
resources to support a flipped approach to learning.
Attendees will build confidence exploring the huge range of features available
in the app to create animated and annotated presentations, collaborate on
ideas and build resources for their students.

What do you need to
know beforehand?

This is an intermediate course – a basic knowledge of iPad navigation and
usage is recommended.

Key areas covered:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Key stage:

All

Curriculum focus:

Cross-curricular

Length:

Full or half day, other timings available on request.

Maximum number of attendees:

20

Participant requirements:

An activated iPad with the latest version of iOS installed.

Creating animated presentations.
Recording sound and annotations.
Collaborating on ideas.
Creating resources to support flipped learning.
Sharing presentations.
Upcycling legacy resources.

A list of apps you need to have installed will be shared by your trainer prior
to the session.

BOOK NOW

Want to know more? Give the team a call on 03332 409 333 or email training@Jigsaw24.com
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Impact and innovation:

Animation and greenscreen
techniques for iPad
What does it cover?

Stop-frame animation and greenscreen (or chromakey) are engaging and
creative techniques that can be applied in a wide range of curriculum areas,
and the end product of these processes integrates extremely well with other
key creative processes on iPad.
On this course you will discover how easy it is to get hands-on with these
techniques and why they are so popular with learners of all ages. We’ll be
running through a range of scenarios that can be applied to your classroom.

What do you need to
know beforehand?

This course can be adapted to suit both beginners and intermediate
users of iPad.

Key areas covered:

•
•
•
•
•

Key stage:

All

Curriculum focus:

Cross-curricular

Length:

Full or half day, other timings available on request.

Maximum number of attendees:

20

Participant requirements:

An activated iPad with the latest version of iOS installed.

Using iPad apps to explore movie making tools and techniques for iPad.
Using animation apps for iPad to create stop frame animations.
Using chromakey apps for iPad to explore greenscreen techniques for iPad.
Exploring a range of suitable apps.
Planning and sharing lesson ideas using techniques learnt in the workshop.

A list of apps you need to have installed will be shared by your trainer prior to
the session. Paid apps may be required.

BOOK NOW

Want to know more? Give the team a call on 03332 409 333 or email training@Jigsaw24.com
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Impact and innovation:

Creating and delivering courses
with iTunes U
What does it cover?

iTunes U is a vast repository of courses created by leading institutions around
the world, such as Stanford, The Open University and MIT. It’s packed full of
incredible resources, and the best part is that they are all free!
The iTunes U app for iPad is the perfect way to use these course materials, but
it’s also really easy to create your own courses and create programmes of study
for use by your own students. This course focuses on iTunes U and iTunes U
Course Manager, and aims to show you how to create and manage exciting
and engaging courses for your students.

What do you need to
know beforehand?

This is an intermediate course – a basic knowledge of iPad navigation and
usage is recommended.

Key areas covered:

•
•
•
•
•

Key stage:

KS3 and above

Curriculum focus:

Cross-curricular

Length:

Full or half day, other timings available on request.

Maximum number of attendees:

20

Participant requirements:

An activated iPad with the latest version of iOS installed.

Exploring existing resources in iTunes U.
Setting up a new course.
Creating a course structure.
Adding materials to your courses.
Sharing your course and managing students.

A list of apps you need to have installed will be shared by your trainer prior to
the session.

BOOK NOW

Want to know more? Give the team a call on 03332 409 333 or email training@Jigsaw24.com
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Impact and innovation:

Working with interactive displays
What does it cover?

The tech-savvy teacher’s classroom display of choice is an interactive
touchscreen with built-in software and the ability to mirror the display of
any iPad in the room. This workshop aims to bring you up to speed with the
opportunities for enhancing learning that these screens can bring to your
classroom.
You will run through the basic operation of the display, explore built-in tools
and actives, learn how to mirror iPad to the screen and discover why these
screens have become so popular with teachers and students alike.
The workshop will be tailored to the confidence level of those attending, and is
suitable for schools who have already installed

What do you need to
know beforehand?

This course is suitable for beginners.

Key areas covered:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Key stage:

All

Curriculum focus:

Cross-curricular

Length:

Full or half day, other timings available on request.

Maximum number of attendees:

20

Participant requirements:

Schools with displays installed will naturally want to host the workshop in one
of their classrooms; a demo screen can be supplied to support the workshop
for schools without displays installed.

Using the display.
Bringing the curriculum to life with built-in tools.
Using pre-made learning objects - activities and lessons.
Capturing and annotating the screen.
Mirroring iPad.
Collaboration and sharing.

Some features of the display will require attendees to have access to an
activated iPad with the latest version of iOS installed.
A list of apps you need to have installed will be shared by your trainer prior to
the session.

BOOK NOW

Want to know more? Give the team a call on 03332 409 333 or email training@Jigsaw24.com
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Impact and innovation:

Working with a VLE
What does it cover?

This workshop is designed to show you how you can utilise your school’s
virtual learning environment of choice using iPad.
The aim of the workshop is for all attendees to build confidence, exploring
the functionality of the VLE to save and access learner evidence, share teacher
resources, access student work for assessment purposes, grade and track
progress, and facilitate discussion and collaboration between students and
others in the school community.
A bit of small print: not all VLEs are the same! The depth into which each topic
can be explored depends on the tools for iPad provided by each developer.

What do you need to
know beforehand?

This is an intermediate course – a basic knowledge of iPad navigation and
usage is recommended.

Key areas covered:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Key stage:

All

Curriculum focus:

Cross-curricular

Length:

Full or half day, other timings available on request.

Maximum number of attendees:

20

Participant requirements:

An activated iPad with the latest version of iOS installed.

Exploring the VLE interface.
Distributing teacher resources.
Collecting student work.
Creating discussion groups.
Giving feedback and supporting peer evaluation.
Enabling parental access to portfolios and homework.

A list of apps you need to have installed will be shared by your trainer prior to
the session.

BOOK NOW

Want to know more? Give the team a call on 03332 409 333 or email training@Jigsaw24.com
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Whole school essentials:

Classroom management for iPad:
Apple School Manager and Apple Classroom
What does it cover?

Apple School Manager is Apple’s portal for creating Managed Apple IDs for
all students and staff, configuring device enrolment settings, and buying and
distributing apps, books and learning materials. It works in conjunction with
your Mobile Device Management solution, allowing you to prepare your
devices for use as shared iPads and allow staff to use the Apple Classroom
management tool for teachers.
This session is offered in two sections - the first, held during school time, is for
system administrators, network managers and IT support staff, and aims to give
an overview of the tools and processes provided by Apple School Manager. The
second section, held after school, is a hands-on workshop for classroom-based
staff and aims to demonstrate the classroom management tools offered by
Apple Classroom.
Shared iPad can be included in the workshop section if required. We strongly
encourage you to discuss your specific requirements with your Education
Manager and trainer prior to the session.

What do you need to
know beforehand?

This course consists of two elements. The section on Apple School Manager is
designed for system administrators, network managers, IT support and those
with a familiarity with existing systems for managing iPad.
The section on Apple Classroom is designed for classroom-based staff. Basic
familiarity with iPad is recommended but not essential.

Key areas covered:

•
•
•
•

Key stage:

All

Curriculum focus:

Cross-curricular

Length:

Typically a half-day course to include afternoon and twilight sessions. This
course can also be delivered across a whole school day where appropriate.

Maximum number of attendees:

10 for the Apple School Manager session.

Participant requirements:

20 for the Apple Classroom workshop.

Exploring the tools provided by Apple School Manager.
Exploring the relationship between Apple School Manager and MDM.
Setting up for Shared iPad (if required) and Apple Classroom.
Using Apple Classroom as a classroom management tool.

Attendee requirements for the Apple School Manager session should be
discussed with your trainer or Education Manager. Those attending the Apple
Classroom workshop should have access to an iPad that can be managed by
Apple Classroom.

BOOK NOW
Want to know more? Give the team a call on 03332 409 333 or email training@Jigsaw24.com
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Whole school essentials:

Planning and vision for leadership
What does it cover?

A successful iOS initiative relies on everyone having a shared vision and a clear
plan to achieve it. The aims of the deployment need to be carefully stated, with
realistic targets, measurable outcomes and a continuous focus on teaching and
learning rather than technology.
In this course, designed for school leadership, you will review the appropriate
pedagogy, analyse relevant case studies, review your current plans and create
an action plan for your iOS deployment. You will look at ways of presenting
plans to a range of stakeholders, including parents, teaching staff and the
governing body.

What do you need to
know beforehand?

This training is designed for school leadership – basic familiarity with iPad is
recommended but not essential.

Key areas covered:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Key stage:

All

Curriculum focus:

All

Length:

Full or half day, other timings available on request.

Maximum number of attendees:

10

Participant requirements:

An activated iPad with the latest version of iOS installed.

Reviewing pedagogy.
Evaluating case studies.
Adapting existing plans.
Preparing for challenges.
Planning for success.
Presenting your vision.

A list of apps you need to have installed will be shared by your trainer prior to
the session.

BOOK NOW

Want to know more? Give the team a call on 03332 409 333 or email training@Jigsaw24.com
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Mac training:

Moving from PC to Mac:
performing everyday tasks on your Mac
What does it cover?

This course is designed for educators who are making the move from a
Windows environment and need to know all the essentials of the Mac
operating system. If you’ve ever asked the question, “how do I do this on the
Mac?” then this is the course for you!
This course will guide you through simple operations like finding and
accessing files, using the mouse/trackpad and keyboard shortcuts.
Participants will also explore how to import photos and videos, connect to WiFi
networks, and use powerful Mac-specific tools such as Dashboard, Spotlight
and Launchpad.

What do you need to
know beforehand?

This course is suitable for beginners – no previous knowledge of
Mac is required.

Key areas covered:

•
•
•
•
•

Key stage:

All

Curriculum focus:

Cross-curricular

Length:

Full or half day, other timings available on request.

Maximum number of attendees:

20

Participant requirements:

An activated Mac (any model that supports the latest version of macOS), with
the latest version of macOS installed.

Accessing files on a Mac.
Mac shortcuts.
Using Finder.
Gesture controls, the mouse and trackpad.
Accessing Microsoft Office files on your Mac.

BOOK NOW

Want to know more? Give the team a call on 03332 409 333 or email training@Jigsaw24.com
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Mac training:

Productivity: documents, presentations
and spreadsheets on Mac
What does it cover?

This course is designed for educators who are familiar with Microsoft Office
and want to find out how to use Apple’s word processing, presentation and
spreadsheet tools: Pages, Keynote and Numbers.
You will learn how to create beautiful documents using Pages, dynamic
multimedia presentations using Keynote, and engaging spreadsheets using
Numbers, while retaining a focus on how to integrate these tools into the
curriculum.
You will also explore document workflow, and how Office files can be saved
from Windows into macOS formats, edited and exported back.
The course can be adapted to focus on any combination of Pages, Keynote and
Numbers, as required.

What do you need to
know beforehand?

This is a beginners course – no previous knowledge of Mac is required.

Key areas covered:

•
•
•
•

Key stage:

All

Curriculum focus:

Cross-curricular

Length:

Full or half day, other timings available on request.

Maximum number of attendees:

20

Participant requirements:

An activated Mac (any model that supports the latest version of macOS), with
the latest version of macOS installed.

Exploring Pages, Keynote and Numbers.
Accessing existing Office files.
Importing from and exporting to Windows.
Backing up to iCloud.

The latest version of Pages, Keynote and Numbers.

BOOK NOW

Want to know more? Give the team a call on 03332 409 333 or email training@Jigsaw24.com
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Mac training:

Creating digital textbooks
with iBooks Author
What does it cover?

This course introduces iBooks Author, an intuitive tool that allows you to create
your own multitouch textbooks for use on iPad and Mac.
You will explore how to import existing teaching materials in any format,
use templates to create new materials and add features such as animations,
multimedia elements and review tools for assessment.

What do you need to
know beforehand?

This is an intermediate course – a basic knowledge of Mac navigation and
usage is recommended.

Key areas covered:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key stage:

All

Curriculum focus:

Cross-curricular

Length:

Full or half day, other timings available on request.

Maximum number of attendees:

20

Participant requirements:

An activated Mac (any model that supports the latest version of macOS), with
the latest version of macOS installed.

Exploring iBooks Author features.
Importing existing teaching resources.
Creating interactive images and galleries.
Adding videos and audio (great for narration and ‘read aloud’ functions).
Using review tools to add assessment features.
Adding animations.
Publishing to iBooks.

BOOK NOW

Want to know more? Give the team a call on 03332 409 333 or email training@Jigsaw24.com
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Mac training:

Making movies with Mac
What does it cover?

Movie making is a deservedly popular and established classroom activity. It’s
an essential component of media courses, but has also found a much wider
application in the creative classroom. Having long been the platform of choice
for the creative industries, Mac allows you to create professional-looking videos
easily, and provides extension opportunities for students who already use iPad
for movie making.
This hands-on course focuses on the iMovie application, and will allow you to
discover how you can use the Mac to edit, title and transition like a pro.

What do you need to
know beforehand?

This is an intermediate course – a basic knowledge of Mac navigation
and usage is recommended.

Key areas covered:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key stage:

All

Curriculum focus:

Cross-curricular

Length:

Full or half day, other timings available on request.

Maximum number of attendees:

20

You’ll need to provide:

An activated Mac (any model that supports the latest version of macOS), with
the latest version of macOS and iMovie installed.

Importing and handling media.
Editing clips.
Handling titles and transitions.
Adding special effects.
Using music and sound effects.
Export options.
Researching and presenting information.
Creating a log of student progress.
Creating ‘how-to’ tutorials for students and teachers.
Presenting your work.

BOOK NOW

Want to know more? Give the team a call on 03332 409 333 or email training@Jigsaw24.com
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Mac training:

Making music with Mac
What does it cover?

Mac computers have always been the first choice for professional musicians
whether recording, mixing or composing, and the tools Apple provide are
also perfectly suited to the music classroom. Seamless integration with iPad
provides great extension and progression opportunities for your students.
This hands-on course, which focuses on the GarageBand application (but
can include other applications such as Logic Pro X depending on your
requirements), will allow you to discover how you can use the Mac to
compose, record and mix like a pro.

What do you need to
know beforehand?

This is an intermediate course – a basic knowledge of Mac navigation
and usage is recommended.

Key areas covered:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key stage:

All

Curriculum focus:

Music

Length:

Full or half day, other timings available on request.

Maximum number of attendees:

20

Participant requirements:

An activated Mac (any model that supports the latest version of macOS), with
the latest version of macOS and iMovie installed.

Using loops and built-in instruments.
Recording and editing MIDI performances.
Controlling project parameters.
Composing for picture.
Recording and editing audio.
Mixing your work.
Using effects.
Export options.

The latest versions of GarageBand and Logic Pro X (if required) should also
be installed.

BOOK NOW

Want to know more? Give the team a call on 03332 409 333 or email training@Jigsaw24.com
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What our customers
are saying...
Royal Grammar School, High Wycombe
“The most beneficial thing was the opportunity to try a wide variety
of apps, with the context explained. [The session] made it very easy to
see how this can be used to improve learning. Nice relaxed but very
informative setting.”
Heath Park, Wolverhampton
“Well worth it – looking forward to the next one!”
Levenshulme High School, Manchester
“Paul was brilliant! He is knowledgeable, completely understanding
teaching and learning issues. He always passes on any new information
he comes across, which has really helped in the past, he is always willing
to provide really helpful advice and follows up any promises of finding
out about something – this is why we intend to ask Paul in for further
training in the future.”

Want to know more? Give the team a call on 03332 409 333 or email training@Jigsaw24.com
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Ready to get started?
How to book your Apple training
Get in touch with the team for pricing (there are discounts available for bulk
bookings, twilight sessions and half days). Talk to us about training packages
that are designed to support the requirements of your school.
Sessions can be a full day or half a day, and we can run multiple sessions at once if you want to follow
Sidney Stringer’s lead and run training on multiple topics at the same time (we have emergency Apple
Education Trainers on tap).

How do I book?
All you need to do is give us a call on:

03332 409 333
Email: training@Jigsaw24.com

Other ways to get in touch…
Follow @Jigsaw24Edu
Watch YouTube.com/WeAreJigsaw24
Visit www.Jigsaw24.com/education

